
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SWORN VALUATION REPORT 14.10.2014 – CONCLUSION 

Pursuant to R.G. 6783/14 “Non - Contentious Proceeding (Volontaria Giurisdizione)”, the undersigned 
Marco Lacchini, Full Professor in Business Administration, Chartered Accountant and registered at the 
Register of Auditors at n. 66425 published on the Official Journal (Gazzetta Ufficiale) n. 59 bis of 1.08.1995, 
with offices is in Milan at 5 via Durini, - has been appointed by the Court of Milan as the Expert assigned to 
draw up the sworn report, under art. 2343 CC,  of the economic value of CDP GAS’ stake in “Trans Austria 
Gasleitung GmbH” (the “Company”) (equal to the 89.22% of the economic rights) for the purpose of its 
contribution in kind in Snam.     

The economic value of the Company, also considering the going concern, as of June 30th, 2014 was of euro 
577.493.000. The economic value was estimated using the complex income method, also taking into 
consideration the purposes of the assignment, the assumptions and limitations mentioned in the report. 
For any additional integration please refer to the main section of the report. 

On the same date, the economic value of CDP GAS’ stake in TAG, equal to 89.22% of the economic rights, 
was of euro 515.239.000. 

It should be underlined that this estimate represents the “reference technical value” of the Company, not 
to be confused with the possible transaction price, which could be determined also on the basis of further 
considerations and other contingent and subjective elements.  

More precisely, the undersigned, also considering the prevailing doctrine and valuation practice, within the 
range of confidence and autonomy the Expert is allowed to use in the economic valuation calculation, has 
used particularly reasonable and prudent parameters. 

In particular, the doctrine and valuation practice consider absolutely physiological a confidence interval in 
the determination of the value of around 5-10% in increase or decrease of the economic value resulting 
from the valuation process.   

Finally, under art. 2343 CC, the undersigned Expert certifies that the value of the CDP GAS’s stake in TAG to 
be contributed in kind in Snam is at least equal to that attributed to it for purposes of determining the 
share capital increase of Snam (including the share premium, if any). 

Through this report the undersigned deems to have fulfilled the assignment. The undersigned remains at 
disposal for any clarification and/or integration on what exposed, and thanks for the trust granted.  

Best regards,  

Prof. Marco Lacchini 

Milan, October 14th, 2014. 

 

 








































































































































































































































































